
ICONN-2021-Poster Presentation
Navigation guidelines for ICONN 
participants on “Slack” platform
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How to join your slack channel through slack 
invitation email?
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1. Check your inbox of the registered email id for the invitation from “convener
iconn2021”to join your channel on slack workspace (ex:postertrack1-iconn21)
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2. Click “Join now” button to continue…
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3. You will be taken to webpage to join slack workspace (example here “postertrack1-
iconn21”). Enter your Full name and password and click on “Create Account” button 
to create slack account.
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4. After creation of slack account, you will be taken to webpage containing download 
link of the “slack”. Download slack by clicking on “Download Slack for Windows” 
button.
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5. Save and run the “SlackSetup.exe” file
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6. Slack Application window will be opened. Click on “Sign In to Slack” 
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7. You will be taken to “Sign in to Slack” webpage. At the bottom of the webpage, you
will find workspace name which you have already joined (ex:postertrack1-iconn21).
Click “open” button on the workspace title.
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8. You will be directed to choose the application. Click on “Choose Application”
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9. Select “Slack” and click on “Open Link”
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10. Your installed slack application will be opened”
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How to view posters in various slack 
channels across different workspaces
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1. You will be receiving several invitation emails to join different workspaces. After you 
join all the workspaces see that on the sidebar of your slack application all the 
workspaces are visible as pointed by arrow head
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2. Click on any workspace (ex:postertrack5-iconn21). To observe the full name of the 
workspace icon on the sidebar, place mouse pointer on that workspace icon
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3. After clicking on any workspace icon, click on “More”
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4. Click on “Channel browser”
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5. Type the channel name you want to enter and click on it
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6. If the presenter already uploaded the poster, it appears to you like this in the slack 
channel.
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7. Full poster will be displayed as shown below, if you click on that file. You can scroll up or 
down to view the complete the poster
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How to interact with the evaluator through 
the google meet link
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1. Click on google meet link shared by presenter in his respective channel.
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2. Click on “Join now”
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3. The google meet webpage window will be opened. The audience or 
evaluators can start interacting with presenter


